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Platitude
Platitude
1
entails what I call Slogan
In other words, for someone now to be morally responsible for some past
the same person as
who accept Slogan
presupposes is numerical identity, while others believe that what it presupposes is
narrative
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What they all do agree on, though, is that responsibility presupposes identity of
some kind, that some version of Slogan
Slogan
case even granting the truth of Platitude
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conceptions Because most adherents of Slogan are primarily interested in
discussing the metaphysics of personal identity, though, which conception
accountability,
and this is sometimes taken to mean the following: I cannot appropriately be
held to account, that is, punished
3

Slogan: I cannot

be
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The Philosophy of Philosophy.
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each other to account for bad actions that are not crimes (for example, laughing
positive
another thing, once we admit this last point, we can see that, while considerations

Philosophical Investigations

no
Foundations of Knowledge
The Blackwell Guide to Epistemology
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111
one in fact did—they do not seem to constitute our most fundamental normative
praise someone wrongly for
something, for example, for me to express gratitude to you for what I thought
was your pushing me out of the way of an oncoming car when in fact that was

in its not being
conditions

felicity

granting the truth of Platitude
Slogan

Platitude to entail

what makes some past action one’s own now is __________________.
8

4

being
What, then, are these felicity conditions? I take Platitude to state one
to the
5
It would

forensic term, “appropriating actions

qua
6

standard case, agents—robust entities still in existence—are held accountable for
actions
to ground an assessment of the former, they must be inexorably tied to the former
7
In other words, we do not merely condemn bad
to do so only insofar as these actions are visible, worldly manifestations of those
Platitude
Slogan
past action is now mine for purposes of my being held accountable for it, then
its “mineness” must consist in my being identical to the agent who performed
in terms of a criterion of identity, so believers in Slogan
insert the central feature of their favorite criterion of personal identity directly
into Platitude

conscious of its own consciousness—he took the identity of persons across time
to consist in a preservation of that same consciousness across time, and so “as far
as this consciousness can be extended backwards to any past action or thought,
taken to refer to memory, the Lockean criterion of identity is thus, roughly, the
following: X at t1

is that one now has consciousness—memory—of it
in time into the same person, as well as it does the existences and actions of the
immediately preceding moment: so that whatever has the consciousness of present

is past, only by consciousness, whereby it becomes concerned and accountable,
in virtue of the fact that I was the person who performed it, then what makes that
whatever made him me
the plausibility of criteria of identity increases or decreases in tandem with the
my consciousness of some past action makes me identical to its agent and so
is precisely what renders that action my own, imputable to me for purposes

the nature of Platitude
It is worth testing the patience of some readers for the sake of clarity
Platitude,
Slogan, the central feature of a criterion of personal identity—
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suppose Mel

who wakes up will be exactly like me psychologically, that he will have apparent
memories of the crime, that he will share all of my criminal values, and that he
will have inherited my intention to go on a spending spree after waking up (and

14

remember saying what he said, then he’s not accountable for it, precisely because

Instead, there is

actions may actually cause
black out after the crime and wind up losing all memories of it, and this is true
of the perpetrators of other violent crimes as well, such as rape and aggravated
are still their actions, we want to say, regardless of whether or not they remember
11

in the world as we know it,”
biological continuity is in fact necessary for the sort of psychological relation

Criminal Carl: suppose Carl steals a car
looking for is a criterion of the ownership of actions, an explanatory story about
then wakes up from the surgery and seems to remember furtively looking around
an unfamiliar street one night, smashing open a nearby car’s window with a tire

The central feature of Locke’s proposed criterion of identity—
consciousness—cannot constitute the central feature of the criterion of ownership
for Platitude

Biological continuity, even if one necessary ingredient in real-life cases, fails to
provide any relevant explanation
performance of actions—the execution of certain intentions—as well as one’s
position to hear, be receptive to, and respond to praise or blame, along with one’s

to deliver the content of Slogan.
of these are psychological states, and they are the only states that are relevant to

t1 is the same

Sudden Fugue: suppose Johann abruptly enters into a fugue state that lasts two
13

from Johann psychologically, and he spends his time moving from place to place
Inserting this central feature into the criterion of ownership, then, we get the
following: what makes some past action one’s own now is that it was performed by
an individual human organism with whom one is now biologically continuous
response to Drunken Mel
to sober-Mel, even though he does not remember it, and appeal to the Biological
Criterion could explain this by pointing out that it’s his action in virtue of its

his family but never remembers what happened during the missing two years,
insist on applying the Biological Criterion to Slogan, the Sebastian-actions would

also account for Criminal Carl, for even if Ida has consciousness of Carl’s thievery,
it would still not be her action insofar as she is not biologically continuous with
Cerebrum Transfer:
suppose that I have robbed a bank, and then my entire cerebrum is transplanted
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Psychological Criterion of personal identity, according to which X, a person,
at t1
psychologically continuous with X, where psychological continuity consists in
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(which includes memory connections but also appeals to other psychological

suppose the beaten-up person retains a memory of mocking the child and still
has a small number of beliefs, desires, and character traits that were nevertheless

15

Inserting this account into the criterion of
ownership, then, we get the following: what makes some past action one’s
own now is its having been performed by someone with whom one is now uniquely
psychologically continuous.

What this suggests is that only a certain subset of psychological relations
toward

and thus to accountability, than the Biological Criterion, for it includes those
features we think essential to responsibility-assessments, namely, intentions,
Criterion is also constituted by these other relations, in addition to the memory
instance, it allows us to maintain in Drunken Mel—even more plausibly than in
the application of the Biological Criterion—that despite the fact that sober-Mel
remembers nothing of his tirade, those are still his actions in virtue of the fact
that he is psychologically continuous with drunken-Mel: the two stages remain
strongly psychologically connected in all the psychological relations other than
Criminal Carl,
the application of the Psychological Criterion helps us see why Locke’s view
gives the wrong answer: it takes much more than a single memory of an action

psychological continuity established would thereby be sufficient to attach
ownership of actions to the psychological continuant, so this view can also explain
ownership in Cerebrum Transfer
Sudden Fugue
no psychological continuity between Johann and Sebastian, and so there would
be, on the psychological continuity approach, no ownership relations between

for an application of the Psychological Criterion to handle, seem tailor made for
narrative identity
account, the type of personal identity relevant to practical concerns like moral
makes X at t1
answering a characterization

involved in the answer given will be the one to which we refer when talking about
an identity crisis
by way of contrast a living, thinking, persisting human organism, something
to which various experiences merely happen

What is that criterion? According to the narrative identity theorist, what
Gradual Fugue: suppose that the transformations from
Johann to Sebastian and back occur gradually (the product of a tumor that grows
Regardless of such continuity, the Sebastian-actions still do not seem to belong to
Johann: while he now remembers them, he nevertheless repudiates them as the

makes some past action one’s own now is its being correctly included as an event in
the self-told story of one’s life.16

set, actions that seem to Johann as those of a stranger, inexplicable in motivation
of her life story—to be an intelligible result of her beliefs, values, desires, and
experiences,” and “[t]he more an action seems to stem from a coherent and stable

implies that the Sebastian-actions do
Disproportionately Disciplined Doug:

the narrative of one’s life—the less accountability one has for it, insofar as it is
some narrative theorists put this is in terms of
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: to the extent one
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117
nature of the narrativity at issue, namely, that the process by which various

How does this view resolve the previously puzzling cases? In Gradual
Fugue, Johann would not be taken to own the Sebastian-actions, given how

him, of the genuine
Disproportionately Disciplined Doug, on the

In other words, the narrative view says that various past actions are mine only
insofar as I gather them up
serious mischaracterization of the ways in which our selves are often actually
constructed, for much of who we are is determined passively, a process during
which we also lack
or action is rendered one’s own, has long been thought of as distinctively active,
17
But it’s easy enough to think of cases

remembers mocking as well—that beaten-up person may still identify with that

is reveal

connectedness itself that obtains is far less important than the person’s

To see this, return
to Drunken Mel. Suppose once Mel sobers up he both fails to remember the anti-

Drunken
Mel,
Mel could easily incorporate it into the narrative of his life, regardless of whether
or not he remembers performing it (as long as he was informed about it—see
Criminal
Carl, the one action of Carl’s that Ida “remembers” is so incongruent with her
own set of beliefs and values that it could not intelligibly be included in her life
story, a result again compatible with our intuition that she does not own Carl’s
Cerebrum Transfer, the inheritor of my cerebrum will be exactly
similar to me psychologically, and so of course he will inherit the beliefs, values,

fact that he has, over the years, avoided friendships and working relationships
with Jews who had given him repeated opportunities to do so, that he had a few
and that he often had negative thoughts about Jews when he would see certain
does identify
with that anti-Semitic guy on the Cop-Cam, indeed that he had all along, and that
that was precisely the action he should have expected he would perform when
pre-existing

to think he’s me, it will be no surprise when he incorporates my actions into his
There are problems with the theory on its own terms (not the least of

Sebastian-actions after all by incorporating them into his biography (perhaps

precisely how Mel’s drunken tirade in fact does
that it makes sense only within the framework of an even much longer story, likely
including his experiences as a child, listening to his deeply anti-Semitic father

he claims to take on ownership of the Sebastian-actions, however, this does not
because one might be able to provide an intelligible narrative within which various
experiences and actions are united, that’s not at all to say that it’s the narrative
itself that unites them, that makes those experiences and actions one’s own, events
in this sort of instance will merely be a way of pointing out
details, edit some out as unimportant, or deceive myself about their happening

remember it, and thus his failure to incorporate that action into his life story,

a fact independent of one’s active endorsement, self-conception, or storytelling

The mistake being made here is found in an assumption linked to
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both

them it does so only by overlaying a narrative structure onto a pre-existing set of

One way to deal with Physical Fission could be to maintain that there

has nothing to do with what makes
narrative identity theorists have explicitly made their theory of identity stand or

way that grounds the move from Platitude to Slogan
then, we can preserve the alleged relation between accountability and identity

Perhaps, though, there are responses to the counterexamples I have
raised, so that one or more of the theories can still deliver Slogan
Sloganeer
to handle, and in the next section I want to diagnose the fundamental problem
with Slogan
at theories of numerical

the success of the four-dimensionalist view in accounting for this puzzle case

1

not a theory of numerical identity itself, nevertheless it in fact presupposes some

numerically identical to some individual at t

it presupposes (it is actually compatible with both psychological and biological

technically merely a time-slice, or person-stage, of that general four-dimensional
unityrelations for the four-dimensionalist: what makes a person-stage at t1 part of the
same person as a person-stage at t , that is, what
those temporally-distinct
stages into those of one person?
What’s relevant for our investigation is that the four-dimensionalist
ontological view implies nothing whatsoever about the nature of that unity

Start with Physical Fission: suppose that I split down the middle and my
two halves re-grow their missing halves, resulting in two people who are exactly

as if the only plausible account of this case from within any standard view of

of my actions (and if narrative identity presupposes numerical identity, none of

accountability, that ontology alone fails to provide any explication whatsoever
supplement it with

anyone anymore, despite the fact that two people would “remember” doing my

discussed are still relevant: someone who wants to insert a Lockean, Biological,
to deal with those
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some advocates of four-dimensionalism have touted its facility in dealing with
it actually seems that because of their prior need for a plausible unity relation
explicating the relation between identity and
(granting that they
accept Slogan

I can be taxed only on my own property, and never on someone else’s. In one sense this
property if it is exclusively
however, if you and I share
accept, then, that a person can only be taxed on her own property, and that one
person cannot be taxed on anyone else’s property, without having to accept that
taxation presupposes exclusive property ownership: identity must be one-one,
while property ownership may be one-many, so property ownership does not

and one could have defended Slogan
undermined, however, by consideration of Branch-Line
while I sleep tonight I am secretly duplicated by some mad scientists who then
kill me in a few days, cremate my body, and secretly insert the duplicate into my

Similarly, then, we could accept that a person can only be accountable
for her own actions, and that one person cannot be accountable for anyone else’s
actions, without having to accept that accountability presupposes numerical

of this intuition has its most compelling source in a vivid representation of the
accountable for actions that are exclusively
I cannot be accountable for actions of which we share
seems to be the most plausible description of what occurs in

if I commit

mental terrain and appreciate that he is psychologically exactly similar to the
real
while action ownership, like property ownership, may be one-many, so action
Perhaps Fission
what we call

, for example, singing a duet, having sex, building a

While each of these
presupposes individual contributions, the end result, the action, is irreducibly
we performs—“Remember when we sang that

share in the ownership of the actions of the collective, and so may be assessed
But then here is the key point: it will not be true of me that if I share in
accountability? I believe it is the fact that, while accountability does presuppose
action who is numerically identical to me, for the agent of that past
action was a we, not an I.25 If ownership of such actions entailed numerical
non
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But if this is true, Slogan is without warrant: Platitude simply does not entail that

Perhaps our doubts about Slogan could have been reached much more
Platitude itself is

wrong kind of relation and the wrong kind of entities to be relevant to moral

Platitude

possible example comes from the case of parents, who we might think are
If parents are indeed accountable
in such circumstances, then neither identity
is relevant to
Platitude need merely point
out that in discussing such cases, we need to be careful to determine the precise

agent,

children to my house, and while they are running around making a ruckus, they

What is an agent, though, at least with respect to accountability? It
There could be, after all, continually frustrated agents, those who simply are not

you blameworthy (says the advocate of Platitude
action, namely, your failure to rein in your children, or, more generally, your
your own actions,

But even if I have a right
to compensation from you for the actions of your children, that’s not yet to say
that you are blameworthy
Platitude thus has a

and this leads to the second general argument against Slogan. Consider Evil
suppose an evil parent secretly told his children to run around and then
is
necessarily cast doubt on Platitude, for the breaking of the Lladro now actually
to the parent
when we consider Ordering General: suppose a general commands his troops to

to agency instead, however, is at least the capacity to have a will

is susceptible to being praised or blamed for some action—typically a momentary
event—that action must implicate her agency, must somehow be an expression
:

31

words, I want to lay out some of the formal conditions for carving out the nature

general’s soldiers that together wholly constitute that action, the taking of the

exclusive ownership relation to some action, one does not necessarily have to be
involved in the actual performance
despite one’s complete non
What really undercuts Slogan is the fact that accountability merely
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Evil Parent and the soldiers
in Ordering General perform actions that depend—at least in part—on the wills
of the parent and the general respectively: it was in virtue of their willing it that
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consider
relation intact, such that their actions are overdetermined (by both their own and

Psychological Criterion (and insofar as narrative identity presupposes one of

This is because, in being accountable, the agent is open to praise or blame, but it
is not the agent’s will
target a complex psychological creature, an entity capable of understanding the

What might be more plausible, then, is to suggest that agential identity
relation for agents, rather than persons, that unites the evil parent now with the
week-ago entity on whose will the children’s action depended, rendering current

self

self’s volitional web to refer to those psychological features that shape, incline, and
However, it is clear that there must be some relation between the current

“the” privileged subset of psychic elements within this volitional web that are

merely suggest a plausible possibility, put in terms of Evil Parent: given that the
accountability of the week-ago agent for the actions of his children presupposes
agent’s accountability may be transferred to the current agent in virtue of the
with that week-ago agent.

more neutral stance that it is within one’s volitional web that the real self is to
be found, and so when that real self is expressed in one’s will, one is
with that will
action thereby, and it is this relation between an agent’s real

action (where the agent at the time of action has a direct identifying relationship
relation between a privileged subset of elements in the agent’s volitional web (the
think, is what makes drawing the link to personal identity for the Sloganeers most
without reintroducing personal
identity? Suppose Evil Parent

similarity relation between
the privileged subsets of the current and past agents’ volitional webs, a similarity
relation that obtains in virtue of a causal dependence relation running from the

be said to identify directly with a past action, given that that action could not
is
identical to that week-ago agent.
personal
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could be said to have adopted or inherited the actions dependent on that original
self as his own, providing the necessary condition for him to be accountable for

though, that this component could then be met only in virtue of the relevant
psychological states being manifested from their persistence in the same brain

last week’s real self, where the current agent’s real self is the way it is because last
33

have had a
34

cases where psychological continuity is absent, for it focuses on the similarity only
of a certain privileged subset of psychological states whose continuity alone may

To the extent that their volitional selves have become

their actions has been extended
with another agent, I may also identify with collections of agents, as long as they

similarity between the features of agents’ volitional webs that are in fact relevant
to motivation and expressive of the agents’ real selves, regardless of those agents’

in common and the relevant similar features of my own volitional web are

is the notion of distributive collective responsibility, or shared responsibility, a
only insofar as they are really about identity themselves, albeit now about
35

Regardless, though, of whether or not my schematic theory of
main point here: to understand the nature of Platitude, we must understand the

Clearing Slogan
36

self, and that past agent may identify with some other more distantly past agent’s

Notes
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terms, for one thing, and I do not yet know how to precisify them in a satisfactory
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